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3. SYMBOLISM OF ilMATERASUヲSDIVINE DECREES 
Aft思r out of the of and successful 
[Grand Pestival of ， AmateraSIlδmikami 
as the and supreme Monarch of the Universe. A呂cendingth日throneof cosmic 
th巴 801arGoddess turned her attention to where 8usanoono 
from divine of the august celestial found臼din lzumo his 
Amaterasu intended not to dethrone the descendants of 8usanoo and out 
their powerヲ butfirst of to consolidate and her universal and reー
the order on the she decided to establish the terrestrial bough of her Cosmic 801ar 
first decree of Amat日目 asthe Supreme Cosmic ， an-
nou the takeover of crown， was directed to her son Amenooshihomimino 
and later r日issuedand addrεssed to her 
the 問 runsas follows : 
"Kono Tovoashibaranomizuhonokuni wa imashi shirasamu kuni nari to 
tarnau. Yue‘mikoto no manima ni amorimasu beshi" 
[此の豊葦原水穂国は，汝知らさむ国と さし賜ふ。故，命の随に天降りま
sam色decreein Nihonshoki is recorded as follows 
し。〕お
“Ashibaranochiihoakinomizuhonokuni wa waga uminoko no kimi tarubeki kuni 
nari. Imashi sumemima idemashite shil令ase.Sakikumasel 
masa ni ametsuchi to kiwamari nakemu" to no tamau. 
no sakaemasamu 
cr筆原、の千五百秋の瑞穂の闘は，是ヲ吾が子孫の王たるべき地なり。爾皇孫，就でまして
治せ。行実。賓酢の降えまさむこと，首に天壌と窮り無けむjとのたまふ。〕必
The s巴conddi vine decree was addressed to as the “de facto" founder 
of tho turrestrial branch of the cosmic solar and concerns thε of Amaterasu 
δmikami ('s span . A few moments befor巴thedescent of th日SolarHeir 
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Amaterasu took the eight span mirror in her hands and lt to 
the said : 
"Kono wa moppara waga mitama to waga mae 0 itsuku ga goto itsuki 
matsur勺弘 Tsugi ni Omoikanenokami wa mae no koto 0 torimochite 
seyo!" to noritamaiki. 
cr此の鏡は専ら我が御魂と為て，苦が前を拝くが如いっき奉れ。
取り持ちて政為よjとのりたまひき。J41
，思金神は前の事を
to just befor巴thesecond though lat日r d巴scentof Oshiho-
Amaterasu directed to him the beh出 t: 
kono o mlmaSamU masa m waga 0目l1ruga 
sub日shi.Tomo ni 。onajikushi otono 0 hitotsu ni lwai 10 to 
sub日shi"to no tamau. Mata . Futotarnanomikoto ni mikotonori 
“Kore irnashi futahashira no kami， mata tomo niδtono no uchi ni 
hosokimamoru koto 0 nase!" to. 
cw吾が見，
にして，粛鏡と
まさむ事，首に吾を視がごとくすべし。輿に床を同じくし殿を共
しJとのたまふ。復天克屋命・太玉命に勅すらく， r惟爾二の神，亦
同に殿の内に侍ひて，善く防護を3寄せJとのたまふ。J42
The herm日n日utical of the afore.cited four tenors of the two 
Amaterasu into relief the four mythicalleitmotifs. 
throne and concerns the The first leitmotif is focused on the takeover of 
macy of the ob1iteration of 8usanoo's descendents' over these lands， and its SlJbsti 
tution bv the tεrrestrial branch of Amaterasuomikami's cosmic solar . The of 
this takeover from the of univ色rsal which is“de facto" 
activated and directed the luminous Power in its 
form， i.e. Amaterasuomikami. On the other the of the Solar Godd同 s)
moves lS not 80 much the male日centru1e of Susanoo's descendents as 仙台 na1;l1ral
and innate of the unification and of her cosmic power 
The s日cond leitmotif refers to the s.c.“direct of the 
solar succession. of Kojiki silence about it but Nihonshoki this to 
the d日gr四 ofconjoining and cementing this mode of succession with a 501emn of the抗日F
nal and prosperous 。fthe terrεstrial bough of Amaterasu's solar 乱 .80me
scholars advanc日theopinion that the principle of the Imperial direct succession had been 
th邑seventhcentury and that the recorded in is the of thc 
uminoko" announced the Jito in 697 A.D曲， in which she 
the law of direct succession and appointed her son as the emperor Mommu 44. 
???
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The third mythical abounding in very 
is centered on Amaterasu's beh田tto 
made the unique terrestrial manifestation and 
一日{象，
and 
which she 
Amaterasu， the mom日ntous
どり， Mi tamashiro一御霊代， Goshintai-
farewell with her handed to him not 
け1官 Mirrorbut the necklace of the comrna叩
and the grass mower 8abrヨewhich was offered to her 
test. only 
noullced these memorable and 
this mirror and look upon it as the embodiment of my sacrosanct ; wor 
received from the 
after the con 
Ama terasuomikami pro ~ 
befo1'e itas you would do in my very 45 
to negate th日 of her divine wor勺dsI Itis known tha t she 
。rconsub From point of view there is no reason to 
power to Amate1'asuδmikami (she i8“de facto" the j nor 
in the course of universal 
cosmicization as its apogee and was not enthroned the 
she preme monarch of the Cosmos but， during the 
to be the legitimate and incontestable ruler of the 
the Absolute Goddess of the Macrocosm and as a matter of is the most illus 
tnous of the Numinous Fathomless Chaos' Luminous Sacrosanctum 
no ， handing down the terrestrial power to her heir wished 
to remain with him， his successors， and in the midst of the human race， ina touchable and 
material the question arise : had Amaterasu chosen a mirror， and in 
tbe and made it the exceptional abode and manifestation of her 
celestial and luminous Spirit? 
The answer or， at some proper 
of mirrors and the 
hints are furnished 
nllc of the 
into the cos 
in thεcourse of as well as 
span 
functions of mir-
γm anclent 令
The visual aspect of ancient mirrors' cosmic 18 aヨsociatedwith their con 
01' brilliance， reflexiveness and movableness. The fundamental dimension of the 
IllnOrSヲuniversalsymbolism from the bεtwe巴ntheir reflexive character and the 
hermaphroditic and dichotomic structur巴ofthe Universe. 
the and sClences ll1to the 
。fthis innermost universal composition of the world. of the and 
?
??
?
?
? ??
，?? ?? ?????
?
???
and negative 。f
。fanimals and human the 
， the 
and 
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of various forces， the dichotomic potential of galaxies and their groups必 Allthis is 
what the ancient Far Eastern calls the“Yang-Yin" structure. The mythical of 
to this organic cosmic structure is present in the Kojiki and Nihonshoki's 
theogenetic and nezogenetic views， wh日reit finds its母xpressionthrough the subse-
quent binomial nomenclature. 
the primeval 
Takamimusubinokami -Kamimusubinokami 
Amenotokotachinokami -Kuninotokotachinokami 
Izanaginomikoto -Izanaminomiko 
Amenokumarinokami -Kuninokumarinokami 
八
-Otomahimenokami 
〈
-Omaga tsuhinokami 
Sokotsuwa tatsuminokami-Sokotsutsunoonokami etc49 • 
The mythical history of the Eight span large mirror b日ginsduring Amaterasu's concealment b日-
hind the gate leading to the Cel田tialpalace of eternity. This somewhat enigmatic mirror was used 
there， for the first time， to lu問 thecosmic space illuminating Solar Goddess out of that 
ous abod担 Amenoiwaya).Kojiki records the a8tonishment， certain confussion， flurry and 
ment of Amat日rasuwho， coming out of the Amenoiwaya，“either she saw her reflection in the 
mirror and thought that the reflected imag日wasanother deity ; or seeing the mirror守 she
that there was another sun-deity besid日sherself"回. Whatever was running through Ama-
terasu's mind， she quickly found out that this enigmatic and brilliant item possessed some unusual 
such as : 
-An immense ability to embrace and record the “face"， silhouette and their whole back-
ground， including the cosmic space with its numberless shining bodies 51 • 
The power to regist巴rand exhibit simultaneously al movements of the reflected and 
their 
?
to transfer 80me qualities and quantities of the reflected without cauふ
ing any changes in their nature nor undergoing mutation itself日.
-A pot♀ncy to unveil the invisible part of the enal1tiomorphic reality. 
The mythical 
of the 
of the Yatanokagami， the mirror of is further enhanced 
[八開]characters 53. Mythologists and archeologists， basing themselvos 
upon the studies of ancient Chinese品ndJapan巴semirrors， advanc巴thef ollowing views wi th 
to the symbolism of these ideograms. According to ono opinion， the yata indicatωthe measure-
monts of the mirror ; i.e. the“日ightspan" equal to 2.424m. of circumforence or of diameter. Other 
scholars translate tho yata as the “octogonal pattern" or the engraved on 
the backsido of the mirror. 80me others point towards the polyvalent symbolism of the numbel' 
“日ight"which indicat日sthe of cosmic space， the new order and of the 
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and or dimensions of the Macrocosm and Microcosm 54. 
1n that context， AmaterasuomikamI's behest of her divine con 
talls not a of the cosmic and 801ar symbolism but is 
the solemn declaration of the “consubstantiation" of the mirror's natural 己sand 
us pow日r8vvith her own }JCl!lM'OUC 日ntand luminous . Cons日auentlv曙 the
span mirror was f or and remains for al his successors， and for a1 
Th自己laborateand of Amaterasu， the Supreme Cosmic Solar Sover 
一…Themost sacr吋 t日rrestrials日atand sanctuary of Amaterasu's 
ε)‘ 
1'he te灯台strialand 
dmikami's illustrious 
The fourth leitmotif is related to th巴
ace on the throne of the 301ar Heir and to the sharing of the 
叶 th日 government団' to Kojiki， this privilege and 
Omoikanε(and his ， w hile to one of Nihonshoki's 
trusted [;0 and Futotamanomikoto their 
and beneficent 
。fAmaterasu 
in the 
for the affairs 
were entru8t吋 to
wer色白n
。Thepresence of 
these deities at such an moment， the command to dwell with the divin巴801arHeir undω 
Lhe same and to them the affairs of Amat巴rasuδmikami Cosm ic Solar 
and em 
are 
who not 
into promin叩 cetheir 
wi th the uni versal 801ar 
as the ancestral deities of Nakatomi and Imbe， the 
wet‘e for centuries the 
their 
r01e in the process of unification of the 
of Yamato's 301ar 
as a matter of 
families of ancient 
court， but 
under th日
4 < SYMBOLISお1OF NINIGI'S DESCEN'I FROM THE HEA VEN TO 1'HE EARTH 
The descent of the Solar heir Niniginomikoto， who “de facto" was the most prominent thean-
clOlcls 
of th日
to thc 
of began when he 1eft th記 eternal throne 
of Takamanohara and started out for the iournev which led the celestial 
， the heavenly floating ヲandthe sacred grove 
island to of Takachiho mountains of 
in Kyush色.1'he descent “is to the land of Kara and is located on the way 
of Kasasa. It is the where the morning sun shin日S and the rays of the 
sun are brilliant" 57. Th日celestial801ar Heir built there his first palace and settled down. 
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SOffie tiJne at the b問 chof Kasasa cape， he met an beautiful K且muatatsu
who became wif日andthus the fir8t terrestrial empress. 
The Amenoiwakura 
lestial and Cosmic 
， 18 as the most sacred ce 
of 
which is fixed in the very centre of the 
this eternal thron巴not the 
basis of th白suprem日universal the axis of the Heavens and the who1e immense Uni 
verseラ butit represents the sacred fulcrum of the 
center of the乱UgU8tcelestial 
cosmicization. The 
has been f orages 
t1e 
which created various of its日ternalscenery. The mind a1so con 
structed it8 ovvn terrestrial reflection and realizations in the forms of the octogonal 
caHed and thε 呂日mid巴tachedsacred cottages， named Yuki-den and which c:on 
tain the throne of the seat of the Sola1' and the c:ouch-throne of t.he 
The of the visualized the d回 centof the Cos 
r:nic Solar c:eles tial Heir as th巴 down the space. 
the c:elestia1 reached the h巴
1'he Am日novaetanakumoi天の八重たな雲]， the of 
or 七日rstellar th日innume1'ablestrata of the luminous or the space between 
the Heavens and the Earth. 
manifestations of the 
of the ε very 
towa1'ds thεbξtween the descent and tasks of th号
IzanamI and those of . Izanagi， the 
b日autiful are the 
??
on the created the 
the first thean 
. The 
first scrap the soiid land and of the 
rnanifest.ation of 
on the Earth a new 
branch of the Cosmic Solar 
before the celestial Solar heir sets foot on the he pays a short to 
theωlestial island 印.This puzzling 1and the most. distant territorIal 
to 1mtIate 
which is to be ruled白 byth日terrestrial
isle of Takamanohara and， wlth lt was as the a sacred gate 
lo the heavens. F'rom this isle desc:ends on Kushifuru 王ofTakachiho in 
Thre巴 01'the SlX events of th巴白se tradition ar日locatedin“" I日
向J610
Th色 of the Izanagi which was culminated the 
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appearance of the Noble Luminous Trinity [Amat自rasuomikami，
Susanoonomikoto J， 
The descent of 
-The of to Konohananosakuyahime. 
We can distinguish the two fundamental hypothes巴swhich try to u1'avel the and 
significance of the “日yuga".The pa1'tisans of the theory， which attaches 
gr号at to the anci日nttopographical ideographs， identify the Kushifuru peak and the 
Takachiho with one of the several massifs of the of 
descent is identified with th告double-peakedKuju volcano in the of Oita， the Aso volcano 
in Kumamoto or 8efuri in th日north巴rnpart of Fukuoka F1'om this 
( 
visible numerous islands scattered between Japan and Korea， including the triple Oshima-
乱sdi vine islands and the terγestrial paradise maritime tribes of Munakata 63， Some 
other scholars the Kushifuru peak with the South Korean ， the high-
est mount of Kara of the ancient Mimana kingdom. the of 
scholars associate the place of descent with the volcanic massif of Kirishima 
situated on the border between and Kagoshima This mountaIn 
range Is composed of several raised above 1300 m， with the Kirishima as the highest mount 
(l 6~)9 m，) and the Kara mountaI-crest running from the North to South and this massif 
with the called Takachiho descending to the cape of Kasasa. On a clear sunny the South 
Korean rnount of Kujimuru can be seen fl'om the peak of Kirishima. 
The other theory， which sheds light on the enigrna of the Hyuga site， isbased upon a very rich 
of ali ideograms the landscape of the Solar Heir's descent. The etymological 
and hermeneutical of “Kushifurutak巴"compound point towards a mount， where the 
Hea vens meet the Earth ; a canal through which the celestial are channelled 
mto the terr君strial of the Universe ; and a site where the numinous trees grow田 the 
Kushifuru peak the“axis mundi" ， the holy Cosmic mountain， the sacred grove， and the 
terrestrIal of the celestial 801a1' dynasty. The ideog1'ams of “Takachiho" compound indi 
cat白色 V日ryfertile region. Thereforε， some scholars， such as A， Ogihara and N. Saigo advance the 
that the "Takachiho" may be the ancient and local of the “yuki" and“suki" ， 
the sacred rice-fields 01' the buildings for storing a amount of c1'ops耐. Finally， the “Hyuga" 
any or region which throughout th白wholeday is well illuminated the 
sun， particularly， as Kojiki puts where“the morning sun shines and the rays of the 
sun al'e brilliant"町。 Therefor令e，the term“日 maybe applied to any and espe→ 
to th百southworddescending hilly 01' mountainous regions. There， ev巴rysp1'ing， the p1'imeval 
and cultivators of rice used to wait for the descent of and cei日bratedthe fer 
rites. The official Japanese mythical tradition has thus fo1' some 1'easons， difficult to define， 
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the d日scentof Amaterasu's h巴irNinigi， the founder of the terrestrial branch of the Cosmic 
Solar in the region which is particularly exposed to the biogen巴ticwarmth of the sl1n. 
5. SYMBOLIS民1OF NINIGFS MARRIAGE TO THE TERRESTRIAL PRINCESS 
KONOHANASAKUYA 
After the descent from Takamanohara and er巴ctionof the royal palace， Niniginomikoto made 
a very decision to marry a daughter of the terrestrial divine monarch. This chance 
occured when at the shore of Kasasa he met a strikingly beautiful princess Konohanasakuya， the 
〈
younger of Oyamatsuminokami， the powerful ruler of the hilly Ata kingdom 68. iNhen 
( 
the divine ruler of the high mountains， was asked for the hand of his daughter， he 
not consented to this betrothal but also offered to the Solar Heir his elder 
〈
Iwanagahime [Princess of blessed longevity J.Then Oyamatsumi， sending both of his to 
the castle of the Solar Heir， swor日 asacred blessing， that if Ninigi should admit under his roof 
also the elder daught巴r，a1 the Solar descendents would live eternally， would endure the vicissi 
tudes of life as 出erocks， would prosper in the of the terrestrial regality for ever， and would 
flourish as th日mostbeautiful f10wers do! Ninigi however， chose Konohanasakuya and married 
her. Iwanagahime was sent back. This step， however， very de巴plyaffected a1 generations of the ter 
restrial branch of the Solar progeny. But this was not a1! 
From the mythical narrative it is evident that Princess Konohanasakuya became pregnant af-
ter only on自nightof conjugal [ichiya-harami， hitoyo ni ya harameruJ. This 
aroused in the mind of the c日lestialHeir suspicions about the paternal legitimacy of the child. In 
turn， this dishonorable distrust drove the Princess to the fire-ordeal， which she h巴rselfundertoolc 
in order to prove her conjugal fidelity and， consequently， the solar legitimacy of the conceived 
child. in the parturition house， in the midst of all-consuming fire， Kamuatatsuhime， to the 
silent surprise of Ninigi， gavεbirth to the three illustrious son8 : Hoderinomikoto [Divine 
of ， Hosuserinomikoto [Divine prince of raging fir巴J，and Hoorinomikoto 
of fading lightJ， whose another name was Amatsuhikohikohohodeminomikoto 
endowed with the celestialluminosity and fecundity J. He was the grandfather of the first his-
lorical emperor of Japan (Jimmu tennδ)曲.
A t he roots and in the background of this mythical scenario， which 80 vividly the 
nificantτnoments of this unusual connubial liaison， are detected five important symbolic 
80me primitiv日festivals[matsurigoto， jinjiJ初.
The sight of leaving his magnificent castle at the footsteps of Takachiho， 
with his suite the hills of Satsuma and reaching thεshores of Kasasa cap久 bringsto th日
mind an ancient rite called the “Vi日 ofthe kingdon" [KunimiJ. This rite had b日間
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from time immemorial， in the very spring， independent chieftains or kings. A 
tribal with七hesel記ctedroya1 retinue， entered the sacred of the 
????
grovε， where prayers and exorcisms were intoned. These invoked a numinous， sometimes personi 
fied to come down from the heavens and fertilize or revive th巴vitalenergies inher← 
。ntin the日arth，in its fauna， and in human beings. At times， the kunimi rite assumed more 
a than a religious characωr. Sometimes it was a sort of“reconnaissance visit" paid by a 
to the most important power cent日rsof his kingdom. At other times， it was the 
demonstration of force in the rebelious lands and， at stil other times， itwas tl日“trium-
。fa victorious ruler to the capital of a defeated enemy in order to receive there the hom 
age of allegianc巴71
( 
The scen日， during which th白 terrestrialking Oyamatsumi， and wIth a sworn 
offers to the celestia1 Ninigi， not only his daughters but a1so handreds of tab1es laden 
with many gifts， may be regarded as th巴mythicalreflection of the ancient Festival of 
or the Festival of Acquisition of the throne [WasukunisaiJ 72. the 
sc悶 ariowhich portrays the momentous gestures of Oyamatsumi， the king of the 
品目drnaritime kingdom of may be considered the terrestrIal prototype of the afore-mentioned 
おstivals.Both of them are considered to represent the most archetypal forms of the Great Festi-
val of the First F'ruits and the Coronation F'estival [Sensodaijosai]. The Festival of 
Al as w己1as th巴F'estivalof Acquisition of the 
four leitmotifs : 
The of the first fruits， the new food and products of human craft to the 
in their pristine forms， emhrace the 
-The obligation of each provincial vassal and the symbo1 of his total obeisanc日 wasto send 
the most beautiful daught巴rto the court of his supreme lord. 
The preparation of the“Sacr吋 food"[Komouke， shinsenJ compos吋 ofthe new rice mixed 
with crude soil of th日landsunder jurisdiction of the of the new sake. 
-The“Partaking of the Sacred Food" [Shinsen shinkyoJ which included the following ritual 
acts: 
一-the of the sacred food to the divine progenitor or ruler. 
-the consurning a small of the food offered. 
a mg批 ofintimate union [hitoyo minemashiki] of the sov日reignwith one of the girls， 
who were sent vassals to the court for preparation of the festival 73 • 
The scenery of Princess Konohanasakuya strolling the sea.shore of Kasasa 
cape， the sudden m出 tingwith the impreganation after one night of connubial inti 
I工lacy，the construction of the parturition hut in a form of the doorless octogonal palace [yahiro-
， and the mode of the birth of the Solar Heir's divine sons， a1 bring into 
1ノhe constituents of the rnost pristine human innate longing， which is related to various 
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hierophanies， theophanies or epiphanies of the pangenetic and numinous Sacrosanctum. This natu 
ral and innermost of the existential faith and often unspecifiεd transcendental m 
the tradition of the Japanese primevals， manifested and expressed themselves in the form 
of v呂nous narratives or called“Miare" [御蔭]へ
The“miare" ， as a event， isa special manifestation of the cosmobiogenetic 
The most used ideogramic compounds of the miare indicate the symbolic mean-
The“Miaresai" [御蔭祭]designates the festival focused on the welcome and adoration ol 
the primarv晒 sacrosanct，invisible and biogenetic divinity守
The [御阿札神事]白mphasizesthe public of the which 
reveals i tself on a sacred hill-altar. 
The“Miar巴" [御生Jindicates a distinct manifestation of the Great 
the巴ternalLife. 
The “Miar日" [御顕Jpoints to the hierophany of the pangenetic or the 
or 
? ?
? ? ?
autorevelation of the invisible Power which unit己sand harmonizes a1l cosmic forces. 
一The“Kamiaremashi" [神出現]indica tes th日anthropomorphic of a Cosmic 
The current studies in polyphanies of the Cosmic Divinity enable us to reconstruct with satisfac 
tory their patt巴rns，sequences， primary motifs， lmages， and 
mythical significance. All manifestations of the invisible cosmobiogenetic are asso 
ciated with one of the three modes of its descent from th日Heavens76:
-The descent. 
-The descent. 
The ditropic descent. 
one in the spring， the cosmobiogenetic Divinity， using a celestial pass倒
the immense cosmic space and d日scendson the highest p巴akof 10ca1 highlands. 
down thεmountain side， the divinity arrives at a sacred grove. Here it takes an abode 
in the Sakaki tre日 beforehand amidst the songs of joy and dances 
the sacred tree of the entire community， which came to welcome the 
is carried and led to a rivier bank or a sea-sho1'e. There it is lowered into the vvater 
where the deity leaves the tree and， plunging into the currents， takes the shape of a snake or a 
τ8. The tribal highest [mikoJ， usually， during one of the following 
into the waters， rescues th巴deity，which once again changes its form and turns into a handsome 
young . She greets him and leads him into a special hut， which had b巴enearlier constructed 
for the purpose of this exceptional meeting. There， the young entertains the incarnated 
and becomes f 01'him the “one spouse" a1so the“divine spous色" 00 
A conceived during that night， is consider吋 asa“divine child" [kaminokoJ 
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to various mythical traditionsヲascendsto the Heavens and becomes a king-ancestor or 
the wife of a great ruler. 
The most significant moments of the miare's mythical scenario are focused on the descent of 
けle Divinity from the Heavens and its gradual incorporation into al categories of cos-
mic : matter， flora， fauna and humanity. All these categorial incorporations and manifesta-
tions into prominence the omnipotence and unique omnipresence of this numinous Divinity 
al these streams of the cosmic hierophanies and epipha山田 flowstheir rnain and perhaps 
rnost signi日cantcurrent of the anthropomorphic theophanies 81 • In Shintoism， where the whole irn. 
mense and poly-dim巴ntionalUniverse is regarded as a hierophany of Numinous Fathomless Chaos 
and its Numinous Pangenetic Luminosity ， the 
lnむorporationsof the celestial divinities into the terrestrial ones do not encounter any ontologi-
cal obstacles. On the contrary， al these polymorphic epiphanies and theophanies， 
which are considered the most and intimate forms of maintaining and of the 
cosmlC constitute the natural way of Marokaretarumono's cosmicization 32 • Therefore， al spe-
cial manifestations of the cosmobiogenetic and numinous Divinity are viewed as norrnal yet very 
mom白ntousevents which not fortify the universal harmony of the polymorphic Cosmos， but 
21lso hum21ni ty， enhance i tsvit21l energies， and reorg21nize i tsprivi te， 
and 
This is the reason why the particular mythical significance is attached to the anc巴stral
which contain the following leitmotifs83 
The photomorphic or anthropomorphic descent of the 21ll-generating Solar deity or its 80n 
fro立1the Heavens. 
← Thεgradual polymorphic incorporations and sudden transfigurations of the descended deity. 
Th忠beautifulterrestrial princess-vestal who pre8ides over the cult of the celestial Solaγde. 
and therefore becomes chosen the descended deity as its spouse [kamizumaJ. 
The recondite one night of conjugal intimacy [hitoyo minemashikiJ and impregnation 
[ichiyaharamiJ of the princess-vestal the Solar deity who， from that mom巴nt，is regarded 
as the founder of new royal dynasty and its proximate ancestral 
The birth of terrestrial progeny of th巴celestialSolar dynasty 
The form of marriage between the celestial Ninigi and the terrestrial Konohana-
according to 80me ，Japanese scholars， resembles in many aspects the creative liaison of 
and Izanaminomikoto 85 • Both these conjugal partnerships symbolize the eternal， 
and creative union between the heavenly and earthly powers. The connubia.l relatiorト
of these two pairs as well as the modes of their procreative 21ctions are linkεd to sacred 
丘町1veiled in mistery. The children of both pairs are the manifestations and incrporations of 
the m台taherrnaphroditicand all-generating Numinous Luminosity [Mimusubi and Divine 
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Cosmic Pleroma [Marokare， Konton， KongenJ圃 Allmoments of their m針。k
th日crucialsteps in the of the cel日stialand terr日日trialcosmicIzation of Marokaretarumor町、
Through the cr巴ativ昭actions of the Sl王子fatherIzanagi and the Earth-mother Izanami emerg日the 
solid lands， fauna， numerous divinities and Amaterasu， as the most Cos-
mic The descent of Ninigi and his to Kamuatatsuhime not consolidat日日
and the supreme universal of Amaterasu but brings the Earth closer to the 
H巴avensand initiat巴sin the C巴ntralcountry of the plentiful reed plains and fertile the terres 
trial branch of the Cosmic Solar 
ノへ
The two “sa灯台doaths" [ukei]， mad巴 byOyamatsumi and Kamuatasuhime， echo the“theo 
genetic sincerity test" which was sworn solemnly Susanoo in front of Amaterasu， inthe pre-
cincts of the august celestial highlands. The first oath， sworn concerns th日prosper
ous or of the Solar progeny's terrestrial reigns and is tied to acceptance 
of and princesses as his consorts. The choice of the lov巴-matchhad far-
reaching consequences. The lives and reigns of Amat巴rasu'sterrestrial descendents sha11 be 
and prosperous but sha11 be short-t自rmed，like the blossoming of the trees. to 80me 
this story was handed down as a popular tale before becoming a part of the cOllrt my 
It contains th喧twoleading each of independent provenance : the marriage between 
and Kamuatatsuhime， a princess-priestess of Ata in southern 合shな;and a 
the br白 ofhuman lifeヲ anold narrative， originally not connected with the desc官ntof 
the Solar Heir from the Heavens 86 • T、hesecond oath， made Kamuatatsu queen， 白801ar
of her chi1d conceived th日 firstconjugal intimacy with The 
scenario of this test of matrimonial fidelity" includes two the con 
struction of doorless octogonal edifice [tonaki yahirodonoJ， and the parturition of divine 
in the midst of the fire恥 Thedoorless edifice echoes the sacred octogonal 
日rect日d Izanagi and Izanami on the proto-island Onogoro， before lallnched 0ロanenormous 
action of the cosmo-cr思ation.1n this case， however， it8eems to be a special 
cottage into which Kamuatatsuhime entered for the of 
the first terrestrial dεscendents of the Cosmic Solar Supreme are 
The biτths of 
the fir8 
ordeal which prov巴stheir Solar legi timacy and th巴connubial of their human mother. 
the “、oneniほghtimpr凶巴gl口lation
Konohanasak王uya to throw al into th 白hands of h 自悶ave叩nlyprovidence， brings into th 日di-
vine character of that“blessed and marks the commencement of new era on the Earth : tho 
terrestrial of the Cosmic Solar becomes the “fait accompli" 87. 
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6勾 SYMBOLIC OFTHE MYTH 
scent from 
of al the essentia] 
the august celεstial 
in my two studi出
and motifs of dc The 
reed and the present nr. of the annual 
cial 
roots and 
not make a of th巴 Tensonkorin's 
the multi-dimen 
and 80 
research bu日目inof Women's Junior manifest very 
sional charact日rof the SchoJars of the ancient 
strlleture， Its 
and natural 
with the of 
'Ukei' and 'Uzunoko no 
concealment of 
emergence of the lllustrious Trin 
. The of these four narrabves are III 
and leadine: eurr日ntsof the universal eosmieization， 
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tibl坦and
tory. The of can be viewed as the c1imatie and deeisive event which 
the f ace of human the direct intervention of the Cos 
in the person of and his terr号strialprogeny. a1 
the paramount moments and events which transform the course of terrestrial 
tured in the form of the dramatic and romantic scenario of the SoIar Heょr's
anう a reflexion or spon taneOllS 
tion of the culture and its 日xistential the other 
the descent of Amaterasuδmikami's Heir is marked as the greatest and 11108t ter 
restrial event， which an indelible mark upon the human ; first of upon their re 
and sociallife. This III has so!arized the vwrld 
y. 1t altered the sense of accelerated cultural 
hea ven and the earth closer， str色 thebrotherhood of al forms of 
。fthe continuous process of cosmicization守
above 
dr日 the
自 ensuredthe 
6. 1. Tenson-k6rin as the mvthical reflexion of Yamato's 
wno ???
?? ????
」
? ?
?
???????????
?????
???? ??
factor within the framew(コrkof hu 
I丁目ncultural the entire story of fjrst of 
and historic battles and strif邑S
aimed at the unification of a1 tribal mini-states of the 
of on台 withremarkable of the 
twelve hundred years of more or 1ess intensive among vanous 
under the 
of about 
of 
n日setribal states for the J.S with 8even events which are very 
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1，ant and and which find their echoes in the national and in num日[-
ous accounts. The final of the Yamato and her accession to tlw 
unit日d of the century A.D.， was linked to the (7) 
じa1facts. 
The 
chiho of 
launch吋 emperor who in 650 B.C.ぬれ hiscastle in Tak2 
his way eastward arrived to th日 Yama to basin“ The semi-
describes an Imperial banauet during which th巴maskedsoldiers of the 
smote to death 
chieftains of Nara 
トustoricalaccount of 
emperor 011 his 
the final buttl日
to Lhe and heard that the child of the heav 
dei ties had d日scendedfrom the 
zTimII1U established his seat in the 
I too descended after him"朗 the印 lperOl吋
of located at the 。fUnebi mountain. and 
married th己localPrinC8S8 
The 
who bore him thr、e8sons. 
Suinin and Keiko 8mp8rors B.C. -130 A. 0.) 
r8sistence and of Izumo kim:s in the regIon of 
as well as wars with Ainu tr池田 inChubu. The emperors of on their way east 
have met a very weak resistence of the small but of 
th日 wher思fromtime immemorial Amat日runokami of the celestial 
with the the and 。f
188 affiliated 
markabl日
House and to exerci 呂問ea r 白
influence at th号YamatoCourt凹
vlhcり)seheart and mi出ndwas focus巴don p己ぽrfお巳ctm口gt廿h児巴 Imp巴臼1令'1凶al
in order to follow in thεfootst日psof his ancestors， deじidedto 
the 
Lhe fifth y♀ar of his 
structure of the government図 The which occur問 lT
sukiirihime and the 
these Vwo sacr色d
日lower
to take the decisive steps. !n tho 
to his 
to Nunakiirihime.日 transferred also 
palac8 of Mizukaki in the district of Shiki to the 
Kusarmhi. From t.his t.ime on， a1 
ca!led whose 
emperors were to an 
was to Amat白rasuomikamiin front 01' her 
cred mirror on behalf of the emperor and the whole nation 91 • 
Th8 return of from the sl1ccessful the Korean 
dom of Silla and her dis8D立barkmentin th官 northern in Hakata. There she gave birth 1.0 
Princ君子Iomudawake over his日lder ， asc8nded the throne of 
Yamato as the♀mperor in 270 A.D. 92 • 
'1he first historical massiv日 from the Asian continent. The chronicles of 
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of immigrants who into from the Chin巴sekingdom of Wu and from the Ko 
rean of Silla， Shiragi and Mimanao The same sources m日目ionthat in those times were 
to Japan the Confucian Analects and other Chinese scriptures930 
Several anti-Imperial revolts and insurrections in during the reigns of Richu 
405 kDJ， Seinei (480-484)， Temmu 色revolt Jinshin in 672) ， Empress-Regnant Ji to 
Mommu ， and the Empress-Regnant Gemmei (711 kDJo 
The establishment of“Kotaijingγ[皇大神宮]with the whole shrine complex in the district of 
in 13自 TheGrand Shrin記ofIse was officially recognized as the national sanctuary from 
that time on， isdedicated exclusively to the of th日cosmicspace illuminating Solar God 
desso Amaterasuomikami is thεre revered not as the pangenetic and absolute Sovereign of the 
immense Universe first of she is worshipped there as the ultimate heavenly Progenitress 
of the 
Scholars who advance the of mythicization of the momentous events of ancient 
日。se do not negat日somereligious values of the Tenson-korin but regard th日m as the fac-
tors of the secondary importanceo Instead， emphasize the political significance of the myth聞 Ac-
the author of collected some ancient records， and 
and after purposeful“a selection， them to confirm the politicallegitimacy of the 
The Yamato House prevailed because Amaterasu6mikami is not the Source 
the Base of universal harmony and， consequently， the Guarantee of th巴
social order on the Earth， but， above al， because she is the ultimate Progenitress of the 
and the original Foundress of the terrestrial branch of the Cosmic Solar 
6. 2. Tenson-korin as the mythical prototype of terrestrial enthronement festivals 
scholar of or religion， who tries to analyze the complex scenarion 
of descent from Takamanohara to stands in amazement at the 
and mythical significance of this event.. All experts of the primitive 
though are divid記dwith regard to the pristine pattern and contents of the Solar Heir's de-
scent， al of them agree however that within its present form， as depicted in Kojiki， are found the 
fulcral motifs and images of al paramount which have been celebrated by the 
tribes and clans of the Japanese Archipelagoo An attentive look at the symbolic coinci 
dences and between the scenario of Amatsuhikohononinigi's descent and the primitive f回目
esp宕ciallythos日associatedwith the ancient kingshipヲ leadsto the following observations"' 
~-Th日 scenario of Tenson-korin can be regarded as the mythical amalgam or proto 
typ記 ofthe pristine叫-Vasukunisai"[Festival of Acquisition of the throneJ，“Kunimisai" 
of viewing of the “Kunioshisai" [Festival of Allegiance and Homage]， 
“Niinamεsai" [Great Festival of the New FoodJ， and various types of “Miaresaγ， [Rite of 
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Welcome of the 圃
-The entir日scenarioof Amaterasuomikami's granason's aescent and， inparticular， his mar-
with beautiful not represents the model of any terres-
trial coron叫 ion，but vIsualiz日san enormous mythical significance of this happening for the 
future of and its harmonious developmenL 
appears in the as the Great Emperor of the whole World who descends 
from the Heavens and embodies all the celestial and terrestrial powers. He is the 
unique Mediator the Supreme Cosmic Solar Goddess and al human 
6_ 3. Tenson-korin as th告mos士 materialization of humanity's theophanic hopes 
When we survey the structural and incontestable symbolic b日
tween various 'M時間， and the 'Tensorトkorin'，against al related to Amaterasuomikami 
and record日din we sense， in the thεpr日senc日 ofsomething more than the 
of Yamato's more than an of the most 
cant ancient festivals ; or even the sacred prototype of al enthronement ceremoni巴s.In fact‘we 
come here into a touch -with the th巴existentialand univ日rsaJ
ious innate in al human beings of al times‘ This innermost human drive is focused 
upon very often gropingly， for the sense of the abysmal mystery of the lifεin all its di ver~ 
it may be stated in the d日epbackground of the myt.h of Ninigi's descent from 
the Heavens and oth日rnumerous of the biogenetic Mimusubi there 
are visible unquestionable traits of the Japanese primevals' existential s日archfor the roots， 
branches and blossoms of their cosmic as well as politico-religious 
The sequential coincidences and textual similarities b白tweenthe polytypic ']¥l1iare' 
and the 'Tenson-korin' as well as the unquest.ionable structural and the internal sym 
bolic coherence of ラS印rrestrial not towards their common 
but presentαs well the descent of the Solar Heirαs the rnost rnost subleme materも
αJizαtion the existentiαhumαn the “ of and th，ヨ
of . These hopes have been not only th巴
in the form of afore-mentioned 
In the of al manif esta tions and polymorphic 
the and numinous Divinity， including the descent of Amaterasu 
Solar Heir， are discernable the following αnd 
The conviction in unlimit色dpolyt.heophany or polyhierophany of the biogenetic 品ndits 
presence in the and cosmic beings 
一-Theintuition of universal with a particular日mphasison the cosmic 
ence betwe日nal hierophani巴sor theophanies. 
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The immemorial human existential of organic bonds and dependence of 
from the most theophanies or mighty hierophanies of the Numinous Sacro 
sanctum. 
The contents and which a1'e contained in these may 
be summed up as an conviction in the apprehensible polyphanies of the pre-pangenetic 
and Hllminous Pleroma and its pang朗日ticluminous Power 
The existential and primitive faith， which were fo1' the centuries looming up from the 
man's inn巴rmostintuitive perception of the awε-insplrmg Cosmos and canny 
of eventfullife， found their spontaneous reflexIon and symbolic actuali-
zation in various 'miare'. 
In the course of into the polymorphic hierophanies [MiareJ we can distin-
two fundamental attitudes of primitive man towards the social function of the deity which 
appears and is welcomed the The mental posture， which is common to al 
and rites of divine focuses upon the worship of the biogenetic Numinosum as the 
‘ [ ujigamiJ very often also， as the ‘ancestral divinity' [oyagami] descending from 
the Heavens問。 Theclan called also the 'tribal divinity'， was worshipped by the whole commu 
as its Protector and Supreme Lord. Upon his divine wiU and as well as 
upon the ritual engagement of worshippers， d日台dthe good weatherラ successful ， abun 
bountiful natural cataclysms and social calamities. The same tribal divinity， 
which had beenεd th日local was usually regarded as th日direct，though 
divine Dro~enitor of th百 localrulers [oyagami]. The religious attitude of the ruling family to. 
was on the basis of f amili呂rrespect wi th a very strong on 
the direct and unir抗告 descendencefrom the oyagami. Therefore， ifwe examine and conterrト
of descent the common symbolism of al miare， w巴discoverthat it 
lS not a of ancient mythico-religious literature， but itωαs intended αs 
aも在 supreme the most sublime and glorious realizαtion of αI which 
むE孔tureswere cherished the Japa;孔芭seforefathers. 
The llnpar証lleled and transcendence of the Tenson-korin with regard to al the 
υare due to the pre-eminent of the following mythical facts : 
~.. The decreεof Amaterasu which establishes the terrestrial of her Cosmic Solar… 
nasty. 
-'1'he descent of who is nothing 1ess than the theanthropomorphic epiphany of Am仕
terasu， the cosmic space 
Mimusubi Power 
Solar Goddess ; a manifestation of 
The transubstantiation of the sacred Yatanokagami into the unique hylomorphic 
of Amaterasuomikami. Thus， the Supreme Cosmic Solar Sovereign remains 
A 
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forever present in the visible mirror for its direct descendents and among the chosen 
in the person of the terrestrIal Princ巴ss-vestal
The marriage of Niniginomikoto to Kamuatatsuhime. The 
th巴first of the connubial intimacy and the 
was put on 
of the first terrestrial Em 
press during that night. As a matter of this marks the moment 
of apotheosis (apoheliotheosis) of humanity and of Amaterasu 
δmikami -the celestial spac日illuminatingSolar Goddess. 
The uncommon mode of birth of Ninigi's three sons: Hosuserinomikito El.nd 
Hikohohodeminomikoto. These thre日‘divineinfants' are the 
tradition as the further anthropomorphosis of Amaterasu -the 
問.
Epilogue ~ 
ANTHROPOお10RPHOSISOF A島1ATERASU
AND APOHELIOTHEOSIS OF HU島1ANITY
inquiry into symbolism of Tenson-korin's 
CosmIc Solar 
mto strong 1'e-
lief the character of Amaterasuomikami. Here， in th日mythof the Solar Heir's 
Amaterasu reaches th巴zenithof her divine omnipresenc白anduniversal The 
18 on the theanthropic， hylomorphic and manifestations of Am品
terasu -the Supreme Cosmic 801ar Sovereign--goddess. Through the d巴scentof from the Heav 
ens and his marriage to the terrestrial Kamuatatsuhime， not the were chosen from 
the midst of a1 but the entire human race was and solarized f orever 101. W i th 
the birth of three sons， the terrestrial bough of Amat巴rasu'scosmic Solar had 
been establishεd. Finally， thanks to the unique transsubstantiation of the 
into the ζS品crosanct of Amaterasuomikami， the supreme Solar Goddess has remained with 
her desc巴ndentsand among the chosen p巴oplein a very significant way. we can affirm 
through the mysterious p日netrationof the material and human Amaterasuomikami com 
th日centralizationof her cosmic sovereign power and at the 8ame time materializ吋 theexis 
tential th巴ophanichopes of a1 as perceived by the ancient Japanese intell巴ctuals_
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PERSONAL REFLECTION ON恥1YTHOGENK9IS，
MYTHOGRAPHY AND SHINTO OF THE 'KOJIKI' 
V'/hat penetrates th己 Cosmosand shapes its innumerabl日 existencesis a mysterious Power 
which w日sensebut can not define， nor do w日日ver it adequately 0 Our hu 
man is not an adequate tool for embracing the巴nigmaof a1 cosmic smce lt 
grasps segments and limit日daspects of their The comprehension of that abstruse 
is being throughout millenia of the human existentia1凶 perience，the con 
SClOUS the inborn spontaneous intuition and the The accumula 
tiOl of the subconscious and conscious vital which have been 
drive and sweat of millions of human 
the and ending with the present-day 
th日 heritage and the patrimony of mankind in its 
; beginning frorn 
the genuine conquest， 
All those achievernents of 
the human psyche have been for thousands of years and are stil expressed in various cultural 
forms to the characteristics and phases of the human 
1n order to grasp at least some of the subconscious essential elem日nts，conscious pivotal COD-
fulcral motives and other determinative which for long ages have been 
and modelling the mythog日n巴sis; the minds and eyes of hurnan insight have to cross the con-
fines of al dogmatic theocratisrn， surrealistic 匂rnor spiritism， various forms of the 
s.c. scientific atheism， practically barren existential materialism， and move into the and at-
of the primitive human mentality -radicated and operating within a vague 'homeo-
cosmotheanthropism' or hierocosmism'. After more than 25 years of read-
in general mythology， of myth， philosophy of 
and the Middle East 1 feel compelled the impartial 
the Japanese 
revelations 
are the natu ancl conclusions of many famous scholars， to ascertain that the 
ral fl'uits of human spontaneous cognition. All these myths the Sαcrosα:nct 
the most holy divine element of the Universe， which has been subconsciously sensedフ
felt and consciously experienced by honest of且Iraces， civilizations and times 
The and ancient responding to the spontaneous 
various myths， which are nothing 1ess than the to grasp the fulcral 
ro1e and the nature of that puzzling Numinosum ; to understand the phenomenal world with its 
laws ; and to find its proper place in it. The various ways has not tried 
to enter into intimate existential contact with the Cosmic Numinosulll but， ]Olnlng 
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the harmonious rhythm of manyfold cosmicization enacted in the primordial mythic events， be 
came an active participant of the process of universal cosmogenesis. and rites repres日目tthe 
earliest forms of art， worship， proto-scientific thinking and socio-political behaviour. However， in
the first are the commemorative repetition of the Numinosum's 
anthropogonic or activities. They bring in touch the historica] situation of human soci 
ety or concrete巴ventsof individuallife with the proto-historical， timeless， primordial， 
and most 
Summing up al what has b日ensaid or indicated here about th日genesisof myth and rit日S. 'N白
may state that al pristine narratIves ar日theverhal and poetical manifestations of the 
mordial event ; while the rites are the actualizations 'here and now' of the holy actions which tool， 
in 'ilo . So the mythic narratives and taken tog白ther，may be regarded as the 
representations and materializations of the same archetypal happening倫
we may say that the myths constitute the proto-scientific axioms of primeval humanity，予'1hilethe 
ri tes are theII吻
ntes are not 
verifications硲 Hereshould be added a180， that the mythic narratives and 
and truthful public manif巴stationsof the religiosity innate to human na-
ture， but are the universal and supreme expr白ssionsof the earliest societies' true and existential re 
ligion. 
Mγthography. 
In the白arliest stages of human paleohistory， th巴'myth'pointed towards the vener唱able
verbal account and the active realization of a holy， paramount and primordial event enacted in 
'ilo the numinous powers. It is however impossible to determine whether the very 
first myths had been as the ‘divine logos' rev日alingto humanity the truth of a sacred 
event or， whether th官yhad b田nregarded as the ‘human portraying that ev白nt，but 
man und日ran impulse or an int巴riorinspiration of the all-powerful numina. As a matt日r01' 
i t is indisp白nsiblefor the proper understanding of myth， to give sp巴cialconsid己ratlOnto 
tive cultures and archaic civilizations because the sophisticated forms of fre 
conceal， cloud， or ev叩 changethe original meaning and true functions of It is 
known that the “Sophists disbelieved or misunderstood the stories about gave later on a 
rather pejorative connotation to 'mythos'. Xenophanes made a radical criticism of the 
as related by Homer and H田iod.Theagenes of Rhegion interpreted them whereas 
Euhem日rusinvented a pseudo-historical explanation of myth， which to this continues to be 
called after him -the euhemerism. Plato equated myth with legend or fairy a1-
he himself used myths as means to convey a mystery. Aristotle 
as a of and fabulation. All these authors， to be sure， knew myths mainly 
the transformations of po日ts，where legendary and etiological elements are plentiful. 
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m means to lie and to tell tall stories. This Hellenistic JS 
aJso for the Judeo-Christian tradition where were discredited fictional narratives and vvere 
as absurdities and if not as abominations and diabolical inventions" (New 
ョtholic New York-London一 '101， 10噌 p.182).Under th日 a口d
influence of Christian of any value and 
III to the unique truth about and the universe as revealed in 
tl1号。ldand New Testaments. 1'he 
not muc:h diffor. 
and troatmont of in other cuItures too， did 
Renew召dinter巴stin and reachod i ts in the 20-th century 
in the w川、ksof scholars such且sJ. Baumann， J. M. 
Leεuw， R. Pettazzoni. As far as the 
Shoei Kensaburo 
A. E G町 vander 
of Takeshi 
Nfasaaki 
Atsuhiko Yoshida and Masahiko a historian of Shinto are of great value to any 
studenl of the tradition. 
in the common acceptance of the stil even w i thin the in tf)l1i 
mor日or1ess to th白worldof fabrication and At the sam巴 Lile
thore is visible a awareness of the fact that lS excellence' the of 
and an essential element of human 
tht) 
丘rethe instruments in the 
modern and authentic revalorization of the traditioi1 of human race 
and multi司methodical into the 
ano of allow us to out a few characteristic features taken 
not discern the g日nuinenessof rnyth， but represent the constituent aspects and strata 
。fits innermost ( 'iden tiki t' ) . virtue of its nature， can be describ色das 
the and spontaneous which has been in the 
t.ural environment and conc日rnedwith tho primordial， 
巴vent.Thε 守Iicet nunc' reenactment of the event， not actualiz8s the 
and thus convalidates th日presentcosmic 'status ， but serves further as a 
amJ 
LJV号[
and 
normative law for human o.nd induds 0.1 
union with the numinous powers. 1'he verbal 1: 
readualizations of these metempiric events， had been for 
the act of addressed to tho numinous powers 
it meant the auth日nticand visible realizo.tion of human 
th巴essentialfactors which have contributed to the formation of 
may reckon and the 
of a concr日七日 cul
model 
of the r申告nact
1 and ac 
man 
at the samo 
WEヨ
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-In the genuine ancient myths we can detect the traces of pre-reflective strata of the primi-
tive human language and mentality. Therefore， behind the logical structures of mythical sce-
narios are found the motifs， unveiling the subconscious perception of cosmic reality and its 
initial intuitive understanding. These are manifest， among the others， through the presence 
of a so田called‘coincidentiaoppositorumぺ
-Very strong subjective convictions of primeval man， attributing to myth the objective effi-
cacy as well as a cosmic effectiveness. These beliefs find their expression in detailed preserva 
tion and transmission of al significant words and movements of mythic scenarios. 
-The sound mythical traditions not only embrace al paramount cosmic phenomena and mo-
mentous events of human life， but try as well to give or， at least， to indicate the proper way 
of dealing with them. 
-The pristine myths -as the primitive but true revelation of the transcendento-immanent 
Reality-are clearly distinguished from the ancient historical accounts， sagas， legents， fa-
bles， tall stories and fairy tales. Nevertheless， al categories of these narratives are very of-
ten intricately mingled into one unit， and none of them can be separated from their mythic 
roots. 
The 'Kojiki' [古事記]: the Japanese cosmotheology and anthropology. 
The dawn of Japanese mythical tradition reaches deeply into the Neolith ; while the daybreak 
and blazing sunrise of the tribal and national religion of Shinto [神道]can be traced back to the pe-
riods of J6mon [?…up to 200B.C.] and Yayoi [200B.C.-250A.D.J. The poly-dimensional process 
of conscious conceptualization， intricate stages of formation and intermingled phases of the struc-
tural and symbolical transmutations of various pristine myths point directly towards the entirely 
imperceptible， sacrosanct， homogeneous and numinous Pleroma [Marokaretarumono， Kongen]. All 
mythical narratives of Kojiki [Record of primordial events] and Nihonshoki [Chronicles of Japan] 
eulogize the enormous， prominent and eternally universal cosmogonic activity of the innate and 
‘per se' numinous Impetus [Ametsuchi hajimete wakareta toki] which， undergoing numberless trans 
formations， had been gradually assuming the forms of the Primordial Triad Musubi， the dichoto-
mic Sky-god Izanagi and Earth-goddess Izanami， and finally it took the form of the cosmic space 
illuminating august Goddess Amaterasu. 
The first part of the Kojiki pictures al primordial， archetypal and most significant mythic epi-
sodes ; beginning from the unimaginable pre引 nanativestate of the numinous Pleroma and ends 
with the first proto“historical emperor Jimmu [660-585 B.C.]. Here we find the very concise out 
line of the Ancient Shint6's fundamental cosmotheology and anthropology. The second part of the 
Kojiki's records is focused on presentation of the most significant events of the religious， social， 
economic and politicallife of the Yamato Imperial House and genealogy of its emperors from the 
? ???
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times of Jimmu to Ojin [585 B.C. -310 A.D.J. Here， we are f旧 nishedwith information about the 
formation and consolidation of the Imperial reign and the Japanes日statehood.The third part of 
thrヲ
of the 
the central historical events frorn the tirne of Nintoku until the death 
Suiko [313-628 A.D.J. Here， the emphasis is laid on presentation of the 1m 
A11 the narratives as well as proto-historical and historical accounts of Kojiki con 
duct us into the labyrinthine world of poly-millenary faith and but innermost hopes cher 
ished gen日rationsof who inhabited the Japanese Archipelago for thousands of years. 
The in its compact， sometimes very laconic form rich in 
???? repre 
sents th日pristineJ乱panes己culture，but incorporates the official yet genuine 
αndαnthrolJoloJ{y， which d巴alwith the existential and巴veractual numinous enigma the 
hea1'ts and minds of al Especially the first part of this venerable and monumentous 
book ヲ thecontinuous and linear flow of comprises the paramount and pristine 
which portray the and multidimensional proce日Sof harmonious emanation， crea 
tion and of the Universe. At the background of al their scenarios we detect a 
lar on the intuitive premiss or conviction embedded in the heart of Japan巴se
rnan， that the human from the mythic one and that al our activities constitute the 
part of the universal cosmicization. Therefore， the core of Kojiki's 
sumrn巴dup in the words of S. who states that “the Japanese forefathers 
can be 
the 
ritual had been realising the of their own existence here and now" Nihon no 
rekishi : shinwa no T. p. 66. He says凶「祖先は神話することによって歴史するJ) . 
of Shintoism : Panaponum昌nism，Catenotheism and 
The misconception of myth， inadequate understanding of the idea of 'kami' [神J，aprioristic 
and superficial inquiries into Japanes日be!iefshave very often led not to 
but to or even erroneous views of Shintoism 神道， Jingido 
Kodδ 古道， Teidδ一帝道].Shinto， the Divine the immense Universe and our way 
of ， vvas and stil not is being presented as Hylotheism， Animatism， Animism， Spiri 
F'etishism， Polytheism， Henotheism with some traces of very primitive Monothe-
amalgam of the afore-mentioned theories. Some scholars of mythoiogy 01' 
refer to cas巴Sof litholatry， coriphelatry， phenomenolatry， dendolatry， zoo-
ヲ and as the visible manifestations of the shintoistic faith and irrefu-
table sustaining the of their hypothes日S102. How官ver，we have to say fo1' 
the sake of that resentヲmoreadvanced and objective studies， carri白dout scholars like R. 
D. K. Higo， J.W.T. T. Matsumae， S.Mishina， T. Obayashi， S.Okada， 
]¥J. ， J.Tanaka， K. N. Tsukushi， M. UedaヲT.Wal王amori，A. Yoshida and M. Asoya， 
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not denounce the 日五tyand incomplet巴character of thos巴 th色。riesbut towards 
th巴newand more 巴ctiveunderstanding of ShintoIsm. Their new ap-
and SV8t日rnaticelucidation of the sacred of not but of th8 
structure of th巴Japanesean. 
cient of their pristine and the 
yet religion. 
some features which seem to towards the 
henotheistic or even character of its and 
ogy. rooted in the solid and impartial 
the creed and 
results in a more of this religion of J. i判酢
J.W.T. Mason and 80me other in the of the shintoistic henothe 
ism and have not only confirmed the of 'hぽrocosmism'but ascertaIned 
the idea of a δδ]focused on the 
tion and of the luminous， sacrosanct and numinous Substance-Power1o:J. Thεre-
fore to the shintoistic and which portray the diff・
ent dimensions and 01" universal cosmicization， the‘Divine' penetrates the whole Cosmos 
and works as the Roots of a1 macrocosmic and microcosmic beings. In the of 
named ']，v1arokaretarumono' 緬 The
state of the Pleroma's immanence was terminated the of its innate 
which assumed the form of the luminous triad of ‘Mimusu binokami' 
. This triad is the Archi 
tect and absolute Ruler of the multi-dimensional and cosmicization of 
the numinous Pleroma. If th色appe乱rancεofthe trimorphic Musubinokami can be as tbe 
of Marokaretarumono's emanation， so the enigmatic巴m日rg己nceof Amaterasu-
omikami may be considered as th巴 zenith of Marokaretarumono's most sublime rnaterializHti仁川
and the apogee of the Mimusubi-Power's cosmic manifestation. The concealment of Ama 
terasu Goddess and her re-appearance are viewed as the celestial enthronement 
Goddess became the and absolute Cosmic [Cosmic Sum日.Finall y， the de 
scent of from the august celestial highlands m日ansnot the日stablishmentof 
the terrestrial branch of Amaterasll'S cosmic above towards the historical 
Cl1'OVjJlW!I) of th日
αny，αnd the 
wards the 
Solar Monarch ; i.e. the αnd 
Thεunderstanding outlined above to-
and ‘catenotheism' of the official Shintδcosmo 
The officIal shintoistic of catenotheismδJ came to an end wi th the 
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巴mergenceof heliotheology focused upon the cult of Amaterasudmikami， who was regarded as the 
Cosmic Solar Sovereign [統一神，総一神，全 A神]九 Consequently，the Solar as 
the most perfect epiphany of the imperceptible， sacrosanct and numinous Pl巴roma[KongenJ and 
its Musubi叩power，may be perceived as the timeless， immanent and at the same time 
transcendent Luminosity， which in a superb yet enigmatic way embodies the essence of the entire 
COSIYlIC The multi-dimensional character and polyvalent religious significance of Amaterasu 
find their symbolic reflexion in the following principal images， portrayed in the of Kojiki as 
thil SoJar Supreme Warrior Goddess， Cosmic Vestal-goddess， Cosmic luminous Sovilreign， 
Celes tial Progeni tr四Sof the Imperial Family and the Universal Mother of al cosmic beings. Some 
and undeniable traces of Amaterasudmikami's character find thil resounding 
日choand r暗flexionin the of hilr ilpithets. The following are considilred to be the most impor-
tant and suggestivil ones 1国:
Hinokami [日神] =Solar Divinity， Solar GoddilSS. 
日inomenokami[日乃売神] ニYoungSolar Solar GoddilSS. 
Asahitoyoakaruhime [朝日豊明姫] ニIllustriousPrincess of morning 
eIhirumenomikoto [大日霊尊J = Grilat Solar prolific Goddess. 。hirumemuchi[大日重責] ニ GreatSolar 江icAnCilstrilS. 
[於保比屡!l羊能武智J = Wisely reigning omnipotent and biogeniltic B創立g
Amateru [天照] ニSuprilmecelestial Luminosity. 
Amaterugami [天照神J =Celestial space illuminating Divinity. 
[天照御担J =Cillestial spacil illuminating august Progenitor. 
Amaterasumitama [天照御魂] ニ Cillilstialspacil illuminating august Spirit. 
Amatilrasumitamanomikoto [天照魂命J =Cel巴stialspace illuminating pangenetic Spirit. 
Amaterutamanomikoto [天照玉命J =Celestial spaCil illuminating most precious SOVilr 
elgn. 
Amaterasuhirumenomikoto [天照日女之命J=Heavensilluminating supreme Solar GoddilSS. 
Amatεrasutakahirumenomikami [天照高日女神]
=Suprilme Solar Goddess shining in the Heavilns. 
Amatilrasuohirumenomikoto [天照大日蓮命]
= Celilstial space illuminating Solar Supreme Sover 
ilgn 
Amaterasumikadonokami [天照御門神J =Heavens illuminating of the immense Uni-
verSil (and i ts
Amaterasutakamimusubinomikoto [天照高弥牟須比命]
=Supreme cosmogen巴ticSovereign glowing in thil 
Heavens. 
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Amanomitamanomikoto [天日神命] ニSupremeSolar Deity of the Cosmos. 
Th日catenateprocess of formation， development and gradual evolution of the 
ic helioth百 isth.e of spo孔tai孔eousα孔dintellectual reflection of the ancie孔t
sαges， drowing inspiration from the venerable and polysecular mythic tradition of the 
val clans and ruling families， formulated a specific existential theology， cosmology and an-
ble 
which from the sixth century A.D. is known as the 'Divine [ShintoJ 巴 The in仁川i、
of genuiness， existential influ巴nceand of the shintoIstic helio-
are manifest on various levels of the Japanese culturallife. 
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repetition of a part.icular mythical event but its actualization“hic et nunc". The 
'jinji' [神事l，on the other hand， i8a worship-festival enacted by the compet叩 tauthor 
ity which brings into prominence the aspect of mythical episod日
71. Cfr. Y. Yuaki， 1ζαmigami no tαηjδ， T. 21978， pp. 88-96. Consult a180 my treatise enti 
tl吋叩lythof concealment of Amat巴rasuomikami"， published in 1991， nr吟 26，pp. 26 
32 of the 8ame bulletin. 
72. Cfr. My treatise entitled， ut.supra， published in 1992， nr. 27， pp. 15-20 of the same bul 
letin. 
73. These girls were called “uneme" . For the details confer my treatise白川itledut supra， 
published in 1992， nr. 27， pp. 11， 15-16. 
74. T. Moriya， op. cit.， pp. 295一泊O.T. Hyugαshinwα， T. 19庁4，pp. 17，おふ
343. K. op. cit.， pp. 203-206. N. Tsukushi， Amαterαsu no tαn_jo， T. 31973， pp. 24-
45. T. Wakamori， op. cit.， pp. 142-150， 170-172. M. Yamazaki/ed/， Nihon shinωα to 
saishi， T. 1977， pp. 18-110， 137-141. 1. Hori， Wagαkuni minhαn shinkoshi凡okenkyu， 
voL 2， T. 51966， pp. 709-730. S， Mishina， op. cit.， pp. 163-164. 
75. Cfr. A. N. Nelson， op. cit.， pp. 388， 610， 616， 655， 658， 769， 787， 928，自32，959， K 
Yamada， op. cit.， pp. 78， 152， 297， 298， 502. N. Tsukushi， op. cit.， pp. 24-29. Y. 
Izumiya， Kihi shinωαkeisei no ichikosαtsu， in : S. Nihonshoki kenkyu， 
vol. 1， T. 21966， pp. 39-40目 S.Sato， op. cit.， pp. 492-495. 
76. To the category of “orotropic d白scent" the coriphetropic， lithotropic and 
dendrotropic descents. Cfr. S. Okada， Tenηohe shiso shinwαηo keπkyu， in. 8. 
Nihonshoki kenkyu， voL 2， T. 1966， pp. 350-353， T. Kan日ko，Ko_jilu 
shinwαno kdsei， T. 51976， pp. 170-171. Within the“hydrotropic d巴scent"are distin-
guished the two: oceanotropic and potamotropic descents. Cfr. S. Mishin九
Nihon no rekishi :訪問ωαnosekαi， T. 1974， pp. 163-164. T. Wakamori， op. cit.， pp， 
140-142. T. Kaneko， ut supra. S， Okada， ut supra. Th巴“ditropicdescent" is the amal 
gam of the two afor白mentlOn巴ddescents. The nezotropic descent is its classic form. 
Cfr. K. Higo， op. cit.， pp. 203-206. N， Tsukushi， op. cit.， pp. 24-30. 8. 8ato， op. cit.， 
pp. 492.501. S. Okada， ut supra 
77. The act of taking an abode in 8akaki tree the invisible divine which de 
scended from the Heavens， isequal to the tota1 pos8ession and transmutation of the 
tree by th8 divine Spirit. 1n other words， itis an incorporation of the deity in to the 
tr日e，i. 8. the botanomorphic or dendromorphic hierophany of the 
The tree becomes sacred because it embodies the divine Spirit 
78. The 'transition' of from tree to water and its transformation into a dragon or a 
snake is nothing 81se than the zoomorphic or theriomorphic theophany of the 
which descended from the Heavens. Cfr. T. Matsumae， Nihon no kamιgαmi， T. 21976 
pp. 3-7. S. Ito and T. 吋/， Nihon shinwαkenhy丘， vol. 2， T. 1977， pp. 37-38. 
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79. This transformation of the deity is nothing else than the 'anthropomorphosis' of the 
desc8nding 
80. Various r日cordsand Imperial chronicles record the great number of myste日
nous visits paid by deities to the beautiful terrestrial princesses and priestesses 
Here，l巴tme mention only three， which are portrayed in 
The visit of Omononushinokami to Princess Seyadatara and the birth of Prin“ 
cess Isukeyori， who became the wife of the emp日rorJimmu 
The凶ghtvisit of Omononushinokami to the bea凶凶1Princes呂 Ikutamayori.
The story of Amenohiboko. 
Cfr. (Kokushi taikei)， pp. 61， 72-73， 106-107. Kojiki (D. L. Philippi)， pp. 178， 
203-204， 291-293， 415. M. Y乱mazaki/ed人op.cit.， pp. 90-125. T.δ Hyugα 
shinωα， T. 1974. pp. 334-336. 8. Mishina， Niho口口orekishi : shinωαno sekai， T. 1974， 
pp.221-223. 
81. Roman Catholic Church， which represents the original and orthodox christian faith， 
considers Jesus Christ as the unique anthropomorphic revelation of the one Absolute 
God. 80me schools of Buddhism regard th巴historicalGautama 8hakamuni as the fi-
nal anthropomorphosis [イヒ身Jof the All叩 compassingCosmic Buddha. 
82. Cfr. My treatise entitled吋 heophaniccosmogony of Classic Shintoismぺpublished
in 1989， nr. 24， pp. 19-33 of the same bulletin. Also， the continuation of the treatise in 
the same bulletin， 1990， nr. 25， pp. 18叩36
83. Records of Kojiki depict th巴followingancestral heliotheophanies : 
--The descent of Amenohohinomikoto， Amenowakahiko and from the 
Heavens， 
一Thestory of the Korean Prince Amenohiboko and his J apanes日 wife Akaru-
nl口18.
Cfr. (D. L. ， pp. 121-128， 137白 147，291-293. 8. Mishina (Nihon no 
rekishi : shinwαno sekαi， T. 1974， pp. 149-154) mentions the subsequent myths of the 
ancestral heliotheophany : 
Th8 photomorphic desc巴nt(in the form of the Sun-beam) of the Celestial 801ar 
Deity. its gradual transformation into a young shining Prince Purukan who. 
marring the beautiful Korean princess-vestal， founded the 801ar dynasty of 
8hiragi kingdom. 
The photomorphic descent of the Cosmic Solar Deity which， aft日rtwo trans 
formative incorporations， appeared as the Solar Prince who， marring the beau-
tiful T日liwaneseprincess-vestal， became the founder of the 801ar dynasty of 
Rabar tribe. 
Confer also : T. Wakamori， op. cit.， pp. 142-150 
84. Ther吉Isa big difference between the“principal" ancestral deiti日s(Takamimusubino-
kami， Kamimusubinokami， Amaterasuomikami) who never showed their real forms 
旦ndthe“proximate" ancestral deities， who ar巴thetheophanies of the principal pro 
genitors. Descending to the Earth they had founded the terrestrial branch巴sof th自
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celestial dynasty Niniginomikoto， Amenohohinomikoto... etc ). 
85. Ck Y Yuaki， op. cit.， pp. 85-96. S. Mishina， Ken.koku shiηωαno shomondαi， vol. 2， 
T.21977ァpp.145-150.S. Mishin旦，Nihon shinωαron， T. pp. 130-133尽 K
ωαgisho ka， T. 51974， pp. 226-232. T. ed， Hyugαshinωα， T. 1974， 
pp. 12-42. N会 op.cit.， pp. 153-166. M. Ueda， op. cit.， pp. 155，157， 203-206. H 
Inoue， op. cit.， pp. 98-100 
86. Cfr. Y. Yuaki， S.Mishina and T. ut supra. (D. L. ， p.145. 
87. Cfr. Nihonshoki (Nihon koten bungaku taikei)， pp. 142， 156， 158. Niho凡gi(W. G. As 
I;on)， vol. 1， pp. 72-73， 88-89. Y. Yuaki， op. cit.， pp. 88-96. T. Kaneko， op. cit.， pp. 190 
-193.N.S乱19δ，op. cit.， pp. 155-156. Comp. Kojki (D. L. ， pp. 146-147 
88. Cfr. T. Matsumae， Dαijosω to kiki shinω仏 in: S. Nihonsho!u 
vol. 4， T. 21975， pp. 96-100. S. 1tδ， Nihon shinwαgenkei， T. 1974， pp. 53-56， 198-216， 
230-234. S. Satd， !Zumonokuni fi立doki凡oshinωα， T. 1974， pp. 295， 504-506. T. 
shinωα， T. 1974， pp. 43-46. S. Okada， Tennδke shisd shiロωαno
in : S. Nihonshoki kenkyu， vol. 2， T. 1鰯， pp. 339-342. N. Saigo， 
no sehαi， T. '1974， pp. 136-158. H. Inou巴，Shinωαhα「αrehishie， T. "1974， pp. 
82-92. T. j¥Aoriya， Kihi shinωα ronhd， T. 1973， pp. 307日310.R. Harashima， Nihon 
hodαzδken no seiritsu， T. 1977， pp. 178-195， 200..229. 
89. Kojikι(D. L. p. 17. Cfr. Kojiki (Kokushi pp. 59-64. Kojihi (NihoD 
koten bung訊kuzensh色)， pp. 149， 160-164. 
90 . Kojiki (Kokushi taikei)， pp. 71-93. Kojihi (NihoD koten bungaku z己nsh古)， pp. 
183.232. Kojihi (Do L. ， pp. 199-254. N. Tsukushi， AIηαterasu no tαnjd， 
71973， pp. 7， 14-21. S. Okada， }<てodαidken no sαishi to shinωα， T. 51979， pp. 325-330 
K.N乱oki，Nihon kodαi no shizoku to tennd， T. pp. 255-257 
91. Cfr. Nihonshoki (Nihon k.oten bungak.u taikei)， pp. 236-238. Nihon{?i (W. G. Aston)， 
vol. 1， pp. 150-151. After death of the emperor Sujin， the emperor Suinin appointed 
his daughter Yamatohime as the Imperial sibyl-vestaL She transferred the sacred 
first to the Watarai shrine and lat巴rto Uji village in the province of 188. (For 
th巴detailsconfer transl. by W. G. Aston， vol. 1， pp. 176-177.). 
幻 Cfr.Kojiki (DωL. ， pp. 264-267， 272. Nihongi (W. G尽 Aston)，voL 1， ppo 232， 
238-241. 154. 
93. Cfr. Kojiki (Kokushi taikei)， pp. 99戸110.Kojilu (D. L. ， pp. 284-286， 291-293 
(W. G. Aston)， voL 1， p.257. 
94. Cfr. T cit.， pp. 309-310) e山 merat巴sa11 political revolts in 
色shufrom 400-711 A. D. Consult also Nihongi (W. G. Aston) under all the afore-
mentioned posthumous names of th巴emperors.
95. The 1mperial chronicles note that the first shrine of Amaterasudmikami was built in 
1SB during the reign of the emperor Suinin. The construction of Great Imperial 188 
Shrine began during the times of Temmu and Jito and was completed during the 
reign of Mommu. Since then， Amaterasu has been recognized as the undisputed ulti-
mate ancestral deity of the Yamato Imperial House. Cfr. Nihongi (W. G. As(.on)， 
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vol， 1， pp. 176-177. N. Tsukushi， op. cit.， pp. 13叩 19，73-95.K. Naoki， op. cit.， pp. 253 
262， 283-309. 
96. Cfr. T. Matsumae， ut supra. N. Matsumoto， Nihon shinwαno kenkyu， T. 71976， pp. 
223-238. L Y oshi， Hyuga shinωα， in: Kokubungaku， no. 11 / 1978， pp. 158-161. S. 
Mishina， Kenkoku shinwαno shomondαi， vol. 2， T. '1977， pp. 166-169. S. Mishina， 
Nihon shinωaron， T. 21974， pp. 122-133. K. Torigoe， K，αm!gαmL to tennδnoαid仏 T.
pp. 240-241. S. Sato， op. cit.， pp. 295， 497， 501-506. S. Okada， art. cit.， ut supra. 
T. Kaneko， Kojiki shinωα no kosei， T. 51976， pp. 155-157. H. Inoue， ut supra. T. 
T，αhαmαnohαra shinωα，T. 1973， pp. 188-191， 251-253. T. Moriya， op. 
cit.， pp. 289-312. Le Grα九diReligioni， vol. 6， ed. A. Selmi， Milano， pp. 257-261 
97. Cfr. T. Ma凶ts叩um
Yam且zakiν/ed/ん，T，αhαmαnohαrα shinωα仏， T. 1976， pp. 106-111. S. Mishina， Kenkoku 
shinωα no sho丹10ηdαi，vol. 2， T. 21977， pp. 152-169. M. Ueda， Nihon shinwα， T. 
101977， pp. 187-192. K. Torigoe， op. cit.， pp. 190-200. S目 Sato，op. cit.， pp. 492-496. S. 
Okada， art. cit.， pp. 335-338. T. Kaneko， op. cit.， pp. 156-158， 180-183. T. Obay且shi/
ed/， Tαkamαnohαrα shinωα， T. 1973， pp. 176-194， 203-255. T. Moriya， op. cit.， pp. 285-
312. R. S. Ellwood， The Peαst 0/ Kingship : Accession Ceremonies in Ancient J，αpα九
T. 1973， pp. 41-49. J. W. T. Mason， The Meaning 0/ Shintd・ThePrimevαlPoundαtwn 
0/ Creative Spirit in Modern Japαn， Washington~New York 1967， pp. 66ω75. Consult 
also my treatise entitled "Myth of concealment of Amaterasuomikami"， published 
in 1992， nr. 27 of the annual research bull巴tinof Kagoshima Women's Junior College 
[鹿児島女子短期大学紀要 27号J，pp. 4-20. 
98. In Buddhism the final realization of human existential hopes takes place in the birth 
of Gautama Shakamuni， in coming of the Future Buddha (Miroku) and in attain町
ment of buddhahood (jobutsu) The realization of Jewish existential and messianic 
hopes w丘sappearance of Messiah (call巴dalso the “Suffering Servant of God" ). Ac司
cording to Christianity， th日 materializationof human existential hopes took place 
through the birth of Jesus Christ， hi8 death on the cross and resurrection. The final 
fulfilment of these hopes will be materialized after th巴LastJudgement目
問。 Cfr.S. Shimode， Nihon kodαijingi to ddkyo， T. 21974， pp. 1-79. M. Yamazaki/ed/， 
Nihoηshinwαto saishi， T. 1977， pp. 18叫 31.S. Sato， op. cit.， pp. 492-493. M. Ueda， op. 
cit.， pp. 187ω192. T. ， Tαhαmαnohαrα shinwα， T. 1973， pp. 183-191. J 
Tanaka， Amaterαsuδmikαmiηoδ， T. 1973， pp. 106-193. 
100. Compare the heliotheophanic mythologies of Egypt， Greece， Babylonia， lndia， Indo 
china， Austr在liaand American Indians. Cfr. M. Eliade， Pαtterns in Compαrαtwe re-
ligioη， Cleveland 1963， pp. 134-146. J. Campbell， Oriental Mythology， New York 
'1971，pp臼3-102.Le Grαndi Religioni， voL 1， pp. 33-56， 127. New Lαrousse Encyclope 
diα0/ lvfythology， ed. F. Guirand， London~New York~Sydney~Toronto pp. 
16-48. G. A. Reichard， Navαho Religion: A 01 Symbolism， Princeton 21974， 
pp. 26-28， 406-414， 429. 
101. Cfr. T. 1'，αhαmαnohαrα shinωα， T. 1973， pp. 188-191 
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102. Cfr. W. C. Bunce， Religions in J.αpαn， Rutland-Vermont-Tokyo， 41960， pp. 98-102. B. 
日.Earhart， Religion in the J.αpαnese Experience， California 1974， pp. 39-44. G. Katei， 
A Study 01 Shinto， London-Dublin， '1971， pp. 7-68. S. Ono， Shinto: The K，αmi Way， 
T. '1963， pp. 98】112.I. Hori， Folk Religion in J，αpαn : Continuity αnd Chαnge， Chi-
cago， 1968， pp. 19同34.D. Richie and K. Ito， The Erotic Gods: Phαllicism in J，αpαn， 
T. 1967， pp. 13-17. W. Kotanski， Kulty iωwrzenLαpwrωotneω Japonii， in: 
Euhemer， no. 5/1961， the whole second part. G. Sansom， History 01 J.αpαn， vol. 1， T. 
1974， pp. 11-35. G. Katei， A Historicαl Study 01 the Religious Development 01 Shinto， 
T. 1973， pp. 11-35. 
103. The 'Panaponumenism' or‘panapotheism' indicates a religious teaching that all 
things come from the numinous Divinity (or the Numinous Sacrosanct Power)， 
which embodies， embraces and contains the essence， qualities and quantitative poten-
cialities of all cosmic beings. Accordingly， all cosmic beings are emanations， reali-
zations， concretizations， actualizations， materializations and epiphanies of the 
unique， pangenetic and thus sacrosanct Numinosum (Divinity). Cfr. J. Tanaka， 
Amαterαsuomikαmi no kenkyu， T. 1973， pp. 2-8. J. W. T. Mason， The Meαning 01 
Shintδ: The Primeval Foundαtion 01 Creative Spirit in Modern J，α:pan， Washington-
New York， 1967， pp. 81-99， 177-220. N. Stiskin， Looking-glαss God， T. '1972， pp. 79-
85， 121-138. J. Herbert， Shinto : At the Fountαin-heαd 01 Japαn， London， 1967， pp. 66-
68. Consult also : G. Katei， A Study 01 Shintδ， London-Dublin， '1971， pp. 4-6. G. 
Kato， A Historicαl Study 01 the Religious Development 01 Shintδ， T. 1973， pp. 11-43. 
104. The ‘catenotheism' is a theological theory which holds the view that the essence or 
substance of the unique Cosmic deity remains unchanged while it may manifest itself 
in the catenate way under different names， forms， quantities and functions. Here， for 
instance we are considering : Takamimusubi---Kamimusubi---Hinokami---Amateru田
gami---Amaterasutakahirumenokami---Amaterasuomikami. Cfr. J. Tanaka， op. 
cit.， pp. 7-86， 97-105， 138-171， 194-238. N. Nishida and H. Takahashi， Shintδno uchu， 
T. 1980， pp. 16即時 N. Stiskin， op. cit.， pp. 79-85， 121-138. J. W. T. Mason， op. cit.， pp. 
81-99， 177目220.
105. The Japanese scholars cite all these epithets from Nihonshoki， Shaku Nihongi， Man-
yoshu and other mythical records. Cfr. M. Yamada， Rekishin no nazo， T. 1977， pp. 
125-147. T. Matsumae， 0ωαri uji no keilu to AmαterumLtαmαnokαmi， in : S.
Mishinal叫ん Nihonshokikenkyu， vol. 5， T. '1976， pp. 76-109. N. Tsukushi， op. cit.， 
pp. 49-66. D. Harada， Raiun no shinωα， T. 1978， pp. 290-292. J. Tanaka， op. cit.， pp. 
26同28.
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